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AI and Machine Learning enabled 
Document management system

Powered by Google Tesseract

DocMan
• Increase Productivity 
• Manage Documents in the Cloud
• Save the Planet
• Easy Search of Documents
• Mobile app Available (iOS and Android)
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Security Greater Accessibility   

Organizations hold sensitive files that are not for all 
eyes. Security with access to only the people in the 
need to know can be monitored and authorized using 
DocMan. The platform supports the bellow for securi-
ty purposes.  

Manage your documents in the cloud. DocMan helps 
you manage and share files with teams and manage-
ments using online file management. DocMan trans-
forms the way your team works giving them a secure 
shared workspace. So, take your ideas and work from 
concepts to realization and share them in the cloud 
using DocMan. Here you get to collaborate, create, 
manage and share to make teamwork happen. 

Supports SSL

Modify Ownership

Audit Trail

User and Roles

Indexing all revisions

Advanced Access rights

Encrypted Documents 
on the file system

Meta- Data

Metadata also known as tagging in DocMan, creates an 
intelligent database mining, making it easier to find 
documents when needed. Document search using 
metadata is consistent and helps one save time when 
collecting information. 
The library comes with a pre-defined vocabulary 
confirming that documents are tagged (classified) in a 
significant way when added or checked into the soft-
ware. Using the feature a library administrator can 
quickly add or edit customized tagging definitions as 
many a time as required, which can be categorized 
based on each type of document to be stored.
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Import Processing Indexing Export 

Process Includes

Lowers Costs

Using DocMan can keep you more organized, collabo-
rated, and well managed to save you time, money and 
space. Since the introduction of DocMan, several orga-
nizations have found their management to be more 
professional and manageable. The software works at 
simplifying document management and improving 
communication through the entire organizational 
structure. 

Document Archiving

Using an advanced OCR solution such as in DocMan 
allows for a complete programmed mass document 
capture and PDF-conversion which allows you to 
convert large volumes of enterprise documents for 
electronic storage, appropriate for long-term digital 
archiving and records administration within the short-
est time frame. The system permits quick installation 
and processes hundreds of pages in a minute or 
millions of files per month, which can be turned into 
searchable PDF and PDF/A files.
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Document Retrieval 

Quick and proper record retrieval of DocMan serves 
for expanded efficiency. Record recovery is tied in with 
getting the correct archives to the perfect individuals, 
right away. This is a mix of search criteria and security. 
Depending on how the framework is set up and on 
which members of the team are approved, records can 
likewise be recovered from anywhere in the world. Put 
away in an online management system of a board 
framework, they are accessible for recovery 24 hours 
every day.

Search 

Use the document locator of DocMan to instantly 
retrieve documents. Easily retrieve files using text 
searches and metadata tags. Use a combination of 
content, details or properties to locate a file. Docu-
ments are searched fast and are returned immediately. 

Filling cabinets, personal drives, and shared-file servers 
fair relatively lower in performance when compared to 
electronic document searching. Searches performed 
can be saved and also shared with others. Use the docu-
ment preview technology to view the contents of files 
in search results, even before opening the files. Search-
es for scanned paper files in the system can also be 
performed. 

Version Control 

Version control programming of DocMan guarantees 
an organization knows where their records are and 
what variant is being used at the moment. This feature 
of DocMan helps minimize the risks of document 
change, version re-writes and minimizes the loss of 
time in detecting the original version. The framework 
holds a one of a kind duplicate of every version of each 
document as it is registered out and back with the 
library. This saves you an ample amount of time and 
keeps you from losing your precious documents. 
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Native collaboration in DocMan allows for the 

upload, creation, and categorization of new docu-

ments while working within the system itself. The 

feature saves you time and hassle while working 

and checking documents. The feature permits 

teams to work closely together while using the 

same document at the same time. The documents 

can be accessed using familiar programs on the 

software allowing permitted users to use, edit and 

share documents while on the fly. 

Native CollaborationWork Flow

DocMan has an inbuilt process management and work-
flow automation that instinctively routes the documents 
to their target. The automated workflow provides, 

Instruction based dispensation on inbound documents
A set of individual rules and document actions
Programmed and Manual workflow
Document Routing
Business Process Modeling 
Customized Windows
Reports
Construct multi-level authorizations
Programmed creation of records based on documents
Update records based on documents
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Google’s Tesseract OCR Engine technology is commonly used in office environments and has been used in various 
operating systems. In DocMan, the OCR Engine serves to benefit translators using Computer-Assisted Translation 
(CAT). Users can apply the same to create valuable translation memories from previous translations which were 
archived in paper form. This helps increase translator productivity by up to 40%. The tool can also be used to create 
electronic resources for digital texts for languages where existing insufficient, unsuitable or do not exist.

It has the ability to convert printed paper documents into editable electronic documents, saving time and energy 
while benefitting visually impaired users by empowering printed texts to be digitized and read out loud using 
text-to-speech technologies.

Google’s Tesseract OCR Engine in DocMan
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AI in DocMan helps understand the context, precisely read information, and extract data. The platform enables 
better decision-making by assisting in reading and understanding of the context of data.

Besides extracting data, customers can effortlessly incorporate this solution with downstream applications such as 
voice assistants, chatbots, and traditional BI to better understand their data. Users who deal with contract manage-
ment data like mortgages have amplified manual tasks; using AI and assimilating it with a well-designed RPA frame-
work, customers can efficiently process mortgage applications, claims, underwriting contracts, invoices/receipts, 
and credit reports, thereby increasing productivity and reducing time.

AI/ Machine Learning based OCR in DocMan
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Mobile App

The DocMan mobile app allows you to securely access 
and performs searches in the cloud server or in your 
local server. The platforms give you access to your 
documents from anywhere, giving the users the power 
over flexibility while keeping you in the know. Use your 
device to click pictures of the documents, and upload 
the same to your device or the cloud. 

Reports

DocMan provides lot of reports that is displayed in the 
Dashboard. Let it be storage information or number of 
documents or workflow related information, there are 
several reports available. 

API’s

DocMan API’s will help you easily interact with any 
application. We use RESTful API and if you have 
already used it, the concepts will be familiar to you. 
The program allows you to understand and use the 
functionalities easily and quickly. 
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Urbansoft Middle East W.L.L
Government Road, 

Manama,
Kingdom of Bahrain

+973 777 87226 

contact@urbansoft.co www.urbansoft.co

docman

Request a Demo...
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Office Locations

Finland

Urbansoft Finland

4B 45, Kaivokselantie,

Vantaa, Finland - 01610 

Tel: +358 44 9489094

contact@urbansoft.co

 www.urbansoft.co

   

Email: 

Web:

Urbansoft Middle East W.L.L

Manama Center, Entrance One, 

Government Road, Manama,

Kingdom of Bahrain

Tel: +973 777 87226 

Email: contact@urbansoft.co 

Web: www.urbansoft.co

Urbansoft LLC

1844 Sir Tyler Drive, 

Wilmington, NC 28405. 

Tel: +1 978 7787 226 

Email: contact@urbansoft.co 

Web: www.urbansoft.co

Urbansoft SA

201 Rose Avenue Johannesburg 

Rosa Villa Complex Unit 4 

Lenasia Ext 3

Tel: +27 71 042 2917 

Email: contact@urbansoft.co.za 

Web: www.urbansoft.co

Urbansoft Technologies

First Floor, No 1 , 5/27

10th avenue, Ashok Nagar, 

Chennai – 83.

Tel: +91 44 435 87226 

Email: contact@urbansoft.co 

Web: www.urbansoft.co


